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Almost all of the existing nuclei show some degree of collectivity. As a re
sult a lot of collective models and interpretations have been developed. Howe
ver, they differ in language and formalism. The purpose of this paper is to uni
fy the description of the rotational low lying levels in the nuclei, by using only '" the universal nuclear characteristics specific for a given nucleus. 

1\ The description should include a large region of nuclei. The latter can be 
! done within the classification scheme proposed in ,/1/ and' 2/. Accordingj
rJ to this scheme all even-even nuclei with Z ~ 2'0, A-Z ~ 20 are systematized 

in terms of boson representations of the Sp (24,R) _.- algebrl 3 
'. These nuclei, 

whose valence nucleons occupy the same major nuclear shell are united in two 
symplectic multiplets. The symplectic multiplets are defined by 
(Np , N ! N~, »,» , where N p' N~ and N;, N~ are the numbers of protonsn 
and neutrons of the double magic nuclei at the beginning of two consecutive 
shells. The relevant multiplet is noted by + (-), when the total number of 
valence bosons is, even (odd). Each nucleus corresponds to a definite cell in the 
symplectic multiplets, given by the irreducible unitary representations (lUR) 
of the group Urr(6) e Uv(6) according to the reduction 

Fa N
 
Sp(24,R) --+ U(6,8) --> U e


77(8) 
U v(6). (1) 

It is well known that the last group in (1) is the group of dynamical syrn
metry of IBM-2 

14/ 

. Its UIT's are given by the proton and neutron boson num
bers N 77 and NJI , which can be found by counting the valence proton and 

\1 neutron pairs. By means of these quantum numbers the quantities N. - total 
1ll boson number and F0 - third projection of the F - spin are: 

N - Nrr Nv ' F = (N (2)7 a rr -N v)/2. 

Obviously, we have used some group theoretical apparatus in terms of 
quantities introduced in one of the most popularmodels IBM-2. But we would 
like to underline that the physical meaning of these quantities is easily kept 
in mind, so their direct relation to the nuclear characteristics as number of 
nucleons of both types N r» N n is as simpleas that: 

N = (A - A mag) /2 , F = (M - M mag) /2 , 
. " ••.• .T .._..... ~ ....-""..., (3) 

e~:I...r.. I' ,.)"",' .f 
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where A = N p + Nn is the mass number and MT == (N p - N n)/.2 is the third 
projection of the isospin, Amag ,M ::Fag are the mass number and third projec
tion of the isospin of the double magic nucleus at the beginning of the shell. 

An empirical investigation of the energies of the first excited 2 + levels 
of the nuclei from a given multiplet was completed in!l ,2/ . The curves obtai
ned show a stable periodical structure in the F0 -multiplets of a given shell. 
Follow up, all the excited states of the ground band present similar behaviour 
up to the occurrence of the back-banding in the spectrum. This periodical 
structure is observed in all shells investigated and is especially stable in the case 
of heavy and superheavy nuclei. 

fl 
In the most simplified picture the well deformed nuclei, which demonstra

te rotational spectra are to be found far from the spherical magic nuclei. In the ~y.case of our classification they correspond for each F 0 to the lowest almost 
constant part of the N-dependence curves of the 2 + energies. In order to spe t~ 
cify this we tried to describe all the energies in the ground bands by means 
of the classical formulae of the type 

E rot = L (L + 1) /2 J , (4) 

whe.re we assume, that the inertion parameter 1/2J is a polynomial up to a se
cond degree In the independent combinations of N11, Nv , N p , N;, N ~ .Nn, 

On the other hand the same assumptions are to be reached using the idea 
of the chain of groups, named general dynamical groups (G'DGS), along which 
one can classify the nuclei. Asit was already mentioned we classify the nuclei 
according to the chain (1), so the coefficient in the Hamiltonian will depend 
on the invariants of the groups in this chain; in this particular case - N, F ' ando 
th~ numbers defining the relevent Sp(24, R) - multiplet, namely Np , Nn, N;, 
N n • 

The classification chain will lead to the group of dynamical symmetry 
(DG) whose reduction will generate the spectrum of the already specified nuc
leus. The terms of the Hamiltonian itself are to be the first and second order 
Casimir operators of a subchain of DG. As we are trying to describe the well 
deformed nuclei, an obvious candidate is the chain 

U(6) ) SU (3) ) SO(3 ), 

which describes their spectrum in most algebraic models. On the states of the 
ground band, defined as: I( A ] B ,[ A, 0 ]3 ' L > this type of Hamiltonian has 
eigenvalues 

E ro t == F (N , F 0 ' N p' N~ , N; , N; ) L (L + 1) • (5) 

2 

In order to describe the rotational energies using (5) it was necessary 
to introduce two new quantum numbers. These are N';' and N ~ , defining the 
numbers of valence proton and neutron boson holes for the relevant nucleus. 
For convenience the following system of the independent quantum numbers 
was chosen: 

N = (N11 + Nv ), F 0 = (N 11 - N,) /2, A p = N + N"p 
4 P 

(6)
N" = (N; + N~ ), F0 = (N; - N~) / 2, AN = Nn + N ~ • 

Thus the mathematical expression of the energy is 

E rot = L (L + 1) ICo + C1 N + C2 N" + C F + C 4 F; + C A + C AN + 
3 o 5 p 6 

2+C 
+C 7N gN"2 +CgFo2+C10Fo'2 + C +

llNFo (7) 

+ C12 N"Fo' + C 13 A~ + C 14 A~ + C15A pAN l. 

All the rotational nuclei belonging to the multiplets (50, 501 82, 82)+ ; 
(50,82182, 126)±; (82, 126i 126, ... )+ have been considered. It is obvious 
that we are looking for the solution of th-e overdetermined system of equations: 

E rot (L,N ,N",Fo ,F",Ap,AN,(C ) ) = E;:t (L).i (8) 

E ~~i (L) are the experimental values of the energies /5/ of the ground bands 
for L = 2 +, 4 +, ... up to the occurrence of back-banding. 

Using an autoregularized iterational method of Gauss - Newtontype/W 
the coefficients Ci are evaluated. for 328 excited states of 70 nuclei. As a re
sult for' the rotational energies E rot (L) the following simple formulae were 
obtained: 

E ro t (L) = L.(L + 1 ) ID1 (N + N') + D 2 ( F 0 + F~) + 

(9) 
2+ D 3 (N 2 + N" 2/ 2 ) + 0 4 ( F0 - F ~ 2/2) + 0 5 AN} • 

The values of the parameters D i (i =1, ... , 5) are given in Table 1 to
gether with their uncertainties ± liD i . 

3 
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Table 1 

± LiD i 

0.37 
3.06 
0.06 
0.57 
0.04 

D i 

16.44 
'-36.82 

1.92 
-9.67 
-3.38 

Obviously, the values of (N + N'), 
(F 0 + F~) and AN" are constants for the 
nuclei belonging to a given Sp(24, R)-mul
tiplet. The necessity of introducing the 
quantum numbers N', F ~ reveals the as
symmetry of the transition from the sphe
rical nuclei to the well deformed ones 
and vice versa. Hence, for the manifesta
tion of the nuclear collectivity it is impor
tant not only how many valence nucleons 
the relevant nucleus has but as well how 

more you need to fill up the shell. The values of the coefficients in front of the 
nuclear characteristics show the different contribution of each one to the para
meter of inertia J. 

In order to investigate this, it is more convenient to transform (9), redu
ced for the nuclei only from a given shell.in the following way: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

'j 
I 
,I 

~ 

(~ 
'/. 

\1' 

E:~;ll == \(D 3 + D 4/4) (N; + N~') + (0 3 -D 4/ 4) (N;2 + N'v2) + 

+ 2 (0 3 - 04 :'4) N 17Nv + 2 N; N~ ( 0 3 + .D 4 /4 ) IL (L + 1) ; 

or using the coefficients from Table 1 for the rotational parameter in a given 
shell one has 

1/2J = 8.675N TT Nv - 0.995 N;N;,  0.4985 (N; + N I~) + 4.3375 (N;2 + N ~2) • 

Obviously, the most important part in the. rotational motion plays the 
interaction between the proton and neutron systems, depending on the pro
duct N N /7 I • And as a new result one can consider the rather big coefficient 

tt v ,2,2 
in front of the term (N TT + NIl) depending on the number of boson holes, or 
which is the same, on the number of valence nucleons which are needed to fill 
up the shell. 

In Table 2 the experimental' 5/ and theoretical values of the energies 
for each L are compared, for the nucleus from each multiplet with the longest 
rotatiopal band. It must be mentioned that for the unknown values of N ~ 

and Nn for the third multiplet we use those values that the shell model pre
dicts, i.e. N ~ = 126 and N; == 184. 

The empirical formulae (9) obtained on the basis of the large investigation 
of the energies of the nuclei classified in a simple symplectic scheme can be 

used as a tool for evaluating the degree of the deformation or the validity of 
the rotational description of the nuclear spectra. 
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Table 2 (contin.} 
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